Optimization of Photoresist Plating Mold Fabrication for Metal Mask Patterning
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In this paper, we present results on optimization of PhotoResist (PR) plating molds for patterning of Nickel (Ni) masking layer. The process can be adopted in a number of processes, including Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) of strongly bonded materials with high chemical resistance, such as Fused Silica (FS), borosilicate glass, and silicon carbide. The desirable plating mold attributes, such as thick PR, controlled dimension, vertical sidewall angle, and low sidewall roughness were optimized by varying exposure dose, exposure contact mode, developer dilution ratio, and PR type. We demonstrated that the PR dimensions decrease proportionally to increase of exposure dose, which relationship was utilized to control fabricated dimensions. To improve the sidewall angle, lowering the exposure dose was shown to reduce sidewall tapering, with further improvements possible by applying the vacuum contact exposure mode. Furthermore, we showed that by using a chemically enhanced PR, such as AZ®12XT, smooth PR sidewalls can be attained. Benefits of optimizing PR features were verified through a FS etch experiment and demonstrated a vertical etch with controlled dimension, smooth sidewall, and reduced faceting.

I. INTRODUCTION

In response to the quest for high performance Micro-Electro-Mechanical (MEM) resonators, research on fused silica (FS) micromachining has gained increasing attention. FS has attractive properties that are essential for realization of high quality factor resonators and operation in harsh environments. Some of the favored properties of FS include high temperature stability to withstand thermal shock, a low thermal expansion coefficient leading to lower thermo-elastic dissipation (TED), and low phonon-phonon mechanical energy dissipation. Nonetheless, due to the chemical inertness of FS, patterning into the material poses challenges. Whereas some selected aggressive chemicals such as concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF) can be used for wet etching of FS material, the imprinted patterns exhibit undesirable undercut profile. In addition, the wet etching process not only suffers from low repeatability due to its high sensitivity to external variations, such as temperature, concentration, and stirring conditions, it also lacks control for etch depth and critical dimensions.

To realize deep anisotropic etching of FS, extensive research has been done using Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) to achieve high etch rate, high aspect ratio (ratio of etched depth to width), vertical sidewall, and smooth surface roughness. A recent noteworthy result reported 0.57 μm/min etch rate, 5:1 aspect ratio etching down to 100 μm. Nonetheless, it is an ongoing research to obtain a quality vertical etch profile at high aspect ratio of 10:1 by jointly optimizing over several etch metrics.

FIG. 1. Process flow for fabrication of FS structures using metal as the etch mask. (a) Deposition of Chromium (Cr) adhesion and Gold (Au) layers for electroplating. (b) Thick PR plating mold patterning. (c) Thick metal mask electroplating to provide adequate protection for the etch process. (d) PR stripping and plasma etching of FS. Defined structure patterns are transferred into the material. (e) Sample after metal removal and substrate cleaning is ready for subsequent processing.

To complement deep FS etching, a highly selective etch mask that can withstand plasma etching is needed. Nickel mask is a popular candidate not only for FS etching, but across etching of strongly bonded material including borosilicate glass, SiC, and Gallium Nitride (GaN) because it provides high selectivity to achieve deep etching. A well-established procedure for fabrication of high aspect ratio structures is summarized in Fig. 1. A conductive layer is first deposited on FS surface, followed by photolithography (PLG) process that defines patterns of resonator structures. A thick metal layer is electroplated, taking the inverse of the pattern defined by the PR plating mold. After PR is removed, the sample protected by Ni hard mask is etched to transfer the defined pattern into the FS substrate. Subsequent processing, such as
metal removal, structure cleaning and releasing is performed to obtain functional resonator structures.

This study focused on optimizing the PR plating mold fabrication, step (b) in Fig. 1. Therefore, this study also relates to plasma etching of other strongly bonded materials besides FS, including borosilicate glass (Pyrex® and Borofloat®) and Silicon Carbide (SiC), where the same process flow, as described in Fig. 1, is also utilized.

PLG defines patterns to be transferred into the underlying substrate, and the subsequent patterning can only be as good as the defined PR. Therefore, it is important to acquire desired attributes or profiles early in the stage of PLG. For example, to allow for sufficient electroplating of hard mask, the PR plating mold needs to be thick. Ample mask erosion during ICP etching widens etch trenches, or causes faceting. Therefore, it is critical to have a sufficiently thick mask to eliminate consumption of the mask material during the process, which may in turn compromise etch dimensions and profile. Whereas Ni selectivity may be influenced by etch conditions, previous studies reported Ni thickness of around 10 µm to be sufficient to provide adequate protection for 10:1 aspect ratio etching down to a depth of 100 µm, while balancing for internal stress introduced in thick Ni film.

The PR dimensions and sidewall angle impact directly the etched profile as it defines the dimension of opening and angle for etching. Fabrication tolerances are tight, especially for MEM resonators, since the natural frequency of the operational mode and the neighboring modes would be affected by uncontrolled etch dimensions, impacting the overall performance of the resonator. As for PR sidewall angle, vertical sidewall can abate etch stop for successful deep (>100 µm) high aspect ratio FS etching.

Defects in mask, such as roughness, would easily transfer to the material in subsequent processing. This plasma-mask interaction has been experimentally verified in previous studies where it was shown that etched sidewalls would follow the same vertical striations as present in the mask. Surface defects in resonators, including surface roughness, are known to result in energy dissipation through the surface effects. Surface loss is a major concern in etched FS resonators that affects the total quality factor of a FS resonator and would potentially result in quality factors significantly below the TED limit of the FS material. A smooth PR plating mold is therefore required to minimize etched surface defects by allowing smooth metal mask to be defined.

Fig. 2 illustrates etch defects introduced due to imperfection in PR plating mold, contrasting the results between an ideal case, (1), and four cases with imperfect PR, (2) to (5). In (1), the ideal PR has a good dimensional match, vertical sidewall angle, and smooth surface. The four non-ideal PR cases are: (2) PR with insufficient thickness, (3) PR with uncontrolled dimension, (4) PR with angled sidewall, and (5) PR with rough sidewall surfaces. The definition of a subsequent hard mask takes the inverse of the fabricated PR, perpetuating the imperfections. In (2), thin PR limits the thickness of metal mask, possibly attained since the hard mask thickness cannot exceed that of the PR plating mold. When thin metal mask is unable to provide sufficient protection to sustain the entire etch process, faceting occurs. In (3), mismatched dimension of PR results in mismatched etch opening. Similarly in (4) and (5), tapered PR angle and roughness in PR plating mold is transferred to the metal mask and subsequently into the material, yielding tapered etch and rough etched surface respectively.

We believe in order to fabricate high quality resonators, addressing imperfections in PR plating molds is fundamental. We summarize four desirable PR plating mold attributes imperative for quality etching as follows: (1) thickness: PR thickness should exceed that of target Ni (10 µm); (2) dimensional control: fabricated PR should closely match that of design to minimize fabrication-induced frequency shift of resonators; (3) vertical sidewall angle: promote vertical ion bombardment for anisotropic etching, minimizing faceting; and (4) smooth sidewall: contribute to smoother etched profile, all etch parameters being equal.

However, attributes (1) to (3) are inter-related such that thick PR typically suffers from reduced critical dimension control and tapered sidewall. Since effective exposure dose and develop reaction at the bottom of thick PR is reduced compared to that of the top, this bulk effect demands higher exposure doses and longer developing times. As documented, top rounding and non-vertical PR sidewall is common for thick PR, compromising the two attributes that are significant for quality etching.

To exercise control over thick PR fabrication, four sets of
follows: (1) Dehydration bake of wafer in 120°C oven for ≥ 5 minutes for good adhesion of hydrophobic PR to substrate; (2) Priming of wafer surface using adhesion promoter such as hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS); (3) Uniformly dispense thick PR film onto substrate with thickness defined by the spin speed and spin duration; (4) Soft bake in 90°C oven to solidify PR film with duration dependent on PR thickness; (5) Thorough rehydration of PR film to allow for photochemistry of photoinitiator during exposure; (5) Ultraviolet (UV) exposure of PR to broadband g-, h-, and i-line light source; (6) Immersion of wafer in developer diluted in water with the ratio of 1:4. Developing times were adjusted accordingly to avoid over-development in the samples located at the center of the wafer, as PR exposed at higher doses are generally easier to develop. Note that for all exposure doses, a complete development of PR was achieved, with the development rate remained consistent at around 0.4 µm/min across trials, indicating exposure greater than the minimum dose was applied in all cases.

Dimension concordance was assessed by calculating mis-matches between target and fabricated PR dimensions (50µm x 10µm and 50µm x 30µm features), $\Delta$ target (µm) = x - target dimension (x being the dimension of fabricated PR measured at the point of contact of substrate surface, Fig. 2). Fabricated PR dimension decreased linearly in proportion to increase of exposure dose, illustrated in Fig. 4. Sum of Squared Residuals (SSR) of the linear fit ($\Delta$ target = −0.005 * Exposure dose + 4.471) = 2.87. The equation did not fit the data well at high exposure dose possibly because at excessive exposure dose, bleaching of PR extends into the protected regions, causing rounded top, reducing thickness, and shrinking PR dimension (Fig. 3a). Treating 1600 mJ/cm² as an outlier, the linear fit $\Delta$ target = −0.004 * Exposure dose + 3.754 has SSR close to zero, 0.034, indicating a tight fit of the linear model to experimental data.

When evaluated for sidewall angle, a reduced exposure dose was found to improve PR sidewall angle possibly due to a reduced horizontal bleaching in thick PR. When segmenting experiments were conducted manipulating four PLG parameters: exposure dose, exposure contact mode, developer dilution ratio, and PR type. Parameters were specifically tuned to attain attributes in favor of hard mask patterning for deep FS etching. The modulation effect of PLG parameters on the four PR attributes were discussed. Finally, FS etching using hard mask patterned through plating molds with optimized PLG parameters was performed to validate the benefits of optimizing PR on etch profiles.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this study, an optimization of the PR pattern was performed with 15µm to 18µm thick extended lines PR on silicon. An outline to the PLG process utilized in this study is as follows: (1) Dehydration bake of wafer in 120°C oven for ≥ 5 minutes for good adhesion of hydrophobic PR to substrate; (2) Priming of wafer surface using adhesion promotor such as hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS); (3) Uniformly dispense thick PR film onto substrate with thickness defined by the spin speed and spin duration; (4) Soft bake in 90°C oven to solidify PR film with duration dependent on PR thickness; (5) Thorough rehydration of PR film to allow for photochemistry of photoinitiator during exposure; (5) Ultraviolet (UV) exposure of PR to broadband g-, h-, and i-line light source for duration to be optimized using Mask and Bond Aligner (MA6 in our study); (6) Immersion of wafer in developer to remove exposed PR.

Fabricated PR patterns were evaluated for sidewall angle, dimension, thickness, and roughness through scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross-sections obtained with FEI Quanta 3D field emission gun (FEG). As illustrated in Fig. 2, w measures PR sidewall angle at the middle section of PR, x measures dimension of PR at the point of contact at substrate surface (bottom of PR), and y measures total thickness of PR. The target PR dimensions were 50µm width x [10, 20, 30, 50, 100]µm length. Gaps between features were 65µm. Results presented and their effects were verified to hold true for width 500µm features.

A. Experiment 1: Exposure Dose

Exposure dose was varied (400, 500, 800, 1000, 1200, 1500, and 1600 mJ/cm²) while applying a soft contact exposure mode. All trials were conducted using positive PR AZ®4620 with developer diluted in water with the ratio of 1:4. Developing times were adjusted accordingly to avoid over-development in the samples located at the center of the wafer, as PR exposed at higher doses are generally easier to develop. Note that for all exposure doses, a complete development of PR was achieved, with the development rate remained consistent at around 0.4 µm/min across trials, indicating exposure greater than the minimum dose was applied in all cases.

When evaluated for sidewall angle, a reduced exposure dose was found to improve PR sidewall angle possibly due to a reduced horizontal bleaching in thick PR. When segmenting
PR into three equal sized sections, a minimal change in sidewall angle was found for the bottom-most 1/3 section (consistent to sidewall angle of 83° to 85°), where the exposure wavelength penetrates last; as well as the topmost 1/3 section, where a horizontal bleaching most likely occurred. Reduction in exposure dose improved the middle section of the PR, w. Fig. 2. The sidewall angle improved from 77.15° with 1600mJ/cm² to 83.12° with 800mJ/cm². Further reduction to 400mJ/cm², however, did not improve the sidewall profile as footing, widening at the base of PR, occurred. Fig. 3 summarizes the improvement of PR sidewall angle with reducing exposure dose.

B. Experiment 2: Dilution Ratio and Exposure Dose

Two-by-two factorial experiment manipulating exposure dose and developer dilution was performed. Two levels of exposure dose were 1200 and 1500mJ/cm² using soft contact exposure mode; and the two levels of developer dilution were low (1:3 ratio of developer:water) and high (1:4 ratio of developer:water). Each level consisted of five test samples.

PR dimensions (x) were measured and normalized by the target dimension. The resulting Δ targets were analyzed using Bayesian ANOVA,[23] with dilution ratio and exposure dose as fixed factors and feature size as a random factor. Analysis provided a strong evidence for exposure dose affecting feature dimensions concordance, $BF_{10} = 7.368$, confirming results from Section II A. Error percentage for Bayesian ANOVA was 0.711%, indicating a good numerical algorithm stability of the analysis. Nonetheless, the optimized exposure dose needs to be coupled with an appropriate developer concentration to preserve intended feature dimensions. A high developer dilution was found to be more suitable. A Bayes factor of $BF_{10} = 128.94$ (error percentage of 1.095%) revealed a decisive evidence of the modulating effect of developer dilution. On average, a dilution ratio of 4 yields PR 1x closer to designed dimension compared to a dilution ratio of 3 regardless of the exposure dose, illustrated in Fig. 5. This is because the decreased dark erosion rate, rate of erosion of unexposed PR, with increasing developer dilution. No interaction was found between the exposure dose and dilution ratio, $BF_{10} = 0.534$. The effects are additive instead of interactive, illustrated in Fig. 5.

When evaluated for PR thickness (y, see Fig. 2), Bayes factor for developer concentration was $BF_{10} = 50.66$, (error percentage of 1.078%), indicating a strong evidence for developer concentration to influence PR thickness. High developer dilution of 1:4 ratio of developer:water provides a better selectivity, with an average thickness of 16.64μm across 10 trials. On the contrary, the average across 10 trials for low developer dilution of 1:3 ratio of developer:water was 14.97μm, around 10% thinner. Exposure dose was found to have little impact on PR thickness (Bayes factor $BF_{10} = 0.434$, error percentage of 1.595%). Thus, we found an evidence against the interaction between dilution ratio and exposure dose, (Bayes factor $BF_{10} = 0.573$).

Contrary to previous study,[22] we did not find evidences for loading effect on sidewall angle during PR development. The sidewall angle remained unchanged for both high and low developer concentrations.

C. Experiment 3: Exposure Contact Mode

In this experiment, the effect of exposure contact mode on PR plating mold profile was studied. Our experiment consisted of two runs of soft and vacuum contact modes, both fabricated using AZ®4620, exposed at the optimal dimension matched and sidewall profile dose of 800mJ/cm² and developed at high developer dilution ratio.

Improvement in sidewall angle was found when the vacuum contact (VA) mode was used instead of soft contact during...
the exposure. SEM characterizations indicated a better PR sidewall profile, summarized in Fig. 6. Similarly evaluated at the second 1/3 sidewall section, PR angle improved from 83.12° to 87.82°, when a vacuum contact was applied.

FIG. 6. Cross-section SEM of PR with designed width of 30µm revealing an improved sidewall angle using a vacuum contact exposure mode in (b) as compared to soft contact in (a).

The vacuum contact provides the finest resolution when compared to other exposure modes of soft, hard and proximity contacts. The vacuum contact differs from other contact modes in that the substrate is located at the closest contact position possible to the mask. The gentle sealing of substrate in the chamber also minimizes trapping of air bubbles between the substrate and mask. In our case, a reduced air gap potentially decreased the diffraction effect of UV light when traveling across different medium, maintaining a vertical bleaching of PR from top to bottom.

D. Experiment 4: Photoresist Type

Two types of positive PRs were compared: AZ®4620 and AZ®12XT. In both cases, PRs were optimized for thickness, best dimension match and vertical sidewall (parameters summarized in Table I).

Table I. Summary of PLG parameters utilized to fabricate PR optimized for thickness, dimension match, and sidewall angle for AZ®4620 and AZ®12XT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLG Parameters</th>
<th>AZ®4620</th>
<th>AZ®12XT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Dose</td>
<td>800mJ/cm²</td>
<td>195mJ/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Contact</td>
<td>Vacuum contact</td>
<td>Vacuum contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>1:4 AZ®400T:water</td>
<td>Undiluted AZ®300MIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEM characterization was performed to evaluate PR sidewall roughness. In this study, vertical striations were found in all PR features fabricated using AZ®4620. Fig. 7 shows the PR features fabricated using parameters described in Table I. Similar vertical striations were observed in other studies for PR fabricated using AZ®4620: 4.3µm wide x 3.8µm thick PR in; and 20µm x 20µm x 8µm thick PR reported in. One explanation for the PR sidewall roughness is that it might be a texture property of the PR itself and the reaction of PR during the developing step. This is a possible explanation since attempts to reduce PR sidewall roughness failed to exert the effect (efforts are summarized below). A smooth PR sidewall fabrication was made possible after we opted a different PR, namely AZ®12XT, shown in Fig. 9.

AZ®12XT is chemically amplified, placing less requirements to initiate photoreaction. Thick AZ®12XT does not need rehydration and can be exposed with only a quarter of the exposure dose needed for AZ®4620. A lower exposure dose also translates into less chance of horizontal bleaching during exposure, resulting in final smooth PR profiles.

Next, we summarize our attempts to obtain smoother sidewall for AZ®4620. Three methods as suggested by previous research were explored, and discussed next.

Since previous studies reported smoother surface after reflow, hard bake was attempted on the optimized PR with parameters described in Table I. The PR was indeed smoothened after 120°C hard bake for 30 minutes. However, the vertical feature of sidewall was lost due to the introduced rounded profile by the reflow. In addition, the dimension of the bulged PR no longer agreed with the intended design of
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FIG. 8. Efforts investigated to improve PR sidewall roughness. (a) Hard bake smoothed sidewall, but compromised sidewall angle. (b) Minimal sidewall roughness improvement with PEB. (c) Sidewall roughness remained with reduced PR thickness

features (Fig. 8a). In fact, the publication33 concluded the same noting, that degradation of sidewall angle occurs under the same condition while indeed improvements of sidewall roughness was found. In other words, smooth sidewall with vertical angle after hard bake is impossible, if not hard, to obtain.

We subsequently followed the suggestion in34, to apply post exposure baking (PEB). Following recommendations in34, PEB was applied at 65°C for 45s. Nonetheless, vertical striations along PR sidewall were still visible (Fig. 8b). Yet, we explored another approach, proposed in35, to reduce PR thickness. With lower diffraction effect, a thinner PR was reported to have reduced sidewall roughness. Twelve micrometer (37% thickness reduction) AZ®4620 PR was fabricated with 700mJ/cm² vacuum contact exposure and high developer dilution. The sidewall roughness remained even when the PR thickness was reduced (Fig. 8c).

We therefore concluded that hard bake, post exposure bake, or reduction in PR thickness failed to mitigate PR roughness. Future research on the topic might explore other strategies if the objective is to fabricate smooth PR with AZ®4620. In this study, a smooth PR was obtained by using the chemically enhanced AZ®12XT (Fig. 9).

E. Effect of Optimized Nickel Mask on Etching

Following the procedure summarized in Fig. 1, two 500μm thick 4” FS wafers were prepared: (a) Nine micrometer thick Ni was electroplated using optimized vertical smooth AZ®12XT PR plating mold; (b) seven micrometer thick Ni was electroplated using rougher AZ®4620 PR plating mold. Low stress constant current (CC) Ni electroplating was performed at a rate of 0.05μm/min using a current output of 0.1725A and voltage output of 2V. Sulfuric acid based Ni electroplating solution, Ni HT-2 Ready-to-Use (RTU), was maintained at 52 °C ± 1 °C. Wafers were subsequently diced using DISCO DAD3220 Automatic Dicing Saw. Diced samples were cleaned to remove PR and etched at die level using SPTS ICP etcher. The two samples were etched for 240 minutes in the same run using etching parameters summarized in Table II.

Fig. 11 shows etched comparison of features with 30μm x 500μm opening after metal removal. A good dimension match with designed features was obtained. In both cases, the etch openings were close to designed dimensions, with slight widening (within 2μm) as a result of plasma etching. The final etch depth for (a) was 93μm with 88.6° sidewall angle whereas (b) was 89μm with 90° sidewall angle. The
TABLE II. Summary of etch parameters utilized to validate the effect of PR on etch features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Etch Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Power</td>
<td>1500W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platen Power</td>
<td>400 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platen Temperature</td>
<td>40 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_4F_8) Flow</td>
<td>65 sccm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ar) Flow</td>
<td>75 sccm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O_2) Flow</td>
<td>15 sccm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber Pressure</td>
<td>4 mT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A change in optimal exposure dose requires the corresponding change in exposure depth of focus to obtain the vertical sidewall angle. The process window, being constrained by both exposure dose and depth of focus, shifts when exposure dose changes. In addition, small features are especially sensitive to this shift. In cases where there is a huge variation in feature sizes across the wafer, the intersection of process windows for large and small features may be tight, making the joint optimization challenging. Therefore, we advise for low variation in feature sizes in resonator designs because the effects of modifying PLG parameters would remain consistent across similar feature sizes.

However, once the optimization has been performed, the results are highly repeatable. For example, four runs of PR using the optimized AZ® 12XT recipe on both Si and FS materials had a mean PR dimension of 30.06 \(\mu m\) (SD, \(\sigma = 0.244 \mu m\)), averaged thickness of 13.155 \(\mu m\) (SD, \(\sigma = 0.212 \mu m\)), mean sidewall angle of 85.82° (SD, \(\sigma = 0.40°\)), and no noticeable variation in roughness.

Note that in Fig. 10, the changes in slope across different etch parameters were more significant for features with target length dimension of 30 \(\mu m\) and 50 \(\mu m\). We believe this is an artifact. Since width of target PR features was fixed at 50 \(\mu m\) while lengths varied from 5 \(\mu m\) to 100 \(\mu m\), for features with width and length close to 50 \(\mu m\), the slopes encode about two times the effect of exposure dose manipulation.

In this study, an array of PR dimensions was explored, including 100, 50, 30, 20, 10, and 5 \(\mu m\). Whereas thickness and roughness were consistent across feature sizes, the magnitude of dimension deviation from design (\(\Delta target\)) as well as sidewall angle were not consistent. PR thickness relates to uniformity of dispensed PR, whereas roughness may be a property of the PR itself. For feature dimension and sidewall angle, a one-size-fit-all solution might not exist, especially where there are significant variations in feature sizes. The phenomenon was termed process nonlinearity, where the research reported a challenge in joint optimization of PR with different feature sizes. Features with dimension \(\geq 5 \mu m\) can be optimized together. Below the threshold, \(\Delta target\) and sidewall angle deviated enough from the rest, making the simultaneous optimization challenging. The threshold \(z\) changes for different PR types and PR thicknesses.

For example, when optimizing for PR using AZ® 12XT, the exposure doses of 170, 185, and 195 \(mJ/cm^2\) were tested. The threshold \(z\) for the set of optimization was 5 \(\mu m\) if a tolerance of \(\pm 0.5 \mu m\) was applied. As illustrated in Fig. 10, features with similar dimensions experienced the effect of a similar magnitude (steepness of slope in the graph) as the exposure dose decreased. Joint optimization (closeness of points in graph) for features \(\geq 5 \mu m\) was possible, with \(\pm 0.3 \mu m\) deviation achieved. The dimensional match for 5 \(\mu m\) feature was outside of the tolerance band. The optimal exposure dose for 5 \(\mu m\) is projected to be around 180 \(mJ/cm^2\).

![FIG. 10. An example of process nonlinearity when optimizing for 14 \(\mu m\) thick PR using AZ® 12XT. Exposure dose of 195 \(mJ/cm^2\) was optimal for feature sizes \(> 5 \mu m\), where dimension concordance was \(\pm 0.5 \mu m\) for all other feature sizes, with 5 \(\mu m\) feature as an outlier.](image-url)

In this study, the quantitative analysis of Ni profile was not performed, since an extended lines pattern was utilized. Blanket covering of Ni means that cross-section of electroplated Ni cannot be obtained without introducing an external force that would delaminate Ni from the surface. Therefore, it is assumed in the current study that Ni follows the profile defined...
FIG. 11. SEM characterizations of etch features with designed opening of 30µm x 500µm. (a) and (b) show the cross-section of characterized features; (c) and (d) show sidewalls of the characterized features. (a) Minimal faceting was observed using optimized AZ®12XT lithography parameter. Etch depth was 93µm with 88.6° sidewall angle. (b) Faceting was observed using optimized AZ®4620 lithography parameter as the thinner mask was not able to sustain the entire etch process. Etch depth was 89µm with 90° sidewall angle. (c) Smooth etched sidewall obtained from AZ®12XT smooth PR plating mold. (d) Using AZ®4620 PR plating mold, roughness in the form of vertical striations was transferred from mask to the etched material.

by PR.

We also acknowledge that a perfectly vertical and steep PR was not accomplished in this study. Future research may explore the effect of PLG parameter focus of exposure, (as for examples in22,37,39).

This study contributes to the realization of high aspect ratio etching to the extend that it minimizes hard mask induced etch defects when all etch parameters are equal. Results of this work should be coupled with optimized etch parameters to enable high aspect ratio etching.

III. CONCLUSION

Four desired attributes for the PR fabricated as plating mold for Ni hard mask plating and subsequently for deep fused silica etching were identified: (1) thick PR, (2) dimension concordance with design, (3) vertical sidewall angle, and (4) smooth sidewall. We concluded that increasing the exposure dose leads to a reduced fabricated dimension in a linear fashion, at the same time improving the sidewall angle moderately. A greater improvement in sidewall angle may be obtained by utilizing the vacuum contact mode during exposure where PR
is exposed at a position closest to the mask. We also concluded that with a better controlled PR thickness, as well as dimension, when a higher selectivity developer dilution ratio of 1:4 (developer:water) is applied, as less removal of unexposed region occurred. Sidewall roughness was mitigated when a different PR, AZ® 12XT, was chosen. As suggested in 30,31, PR roughness may be a property of PR itself, and this was our observation as well. The additional efforts such as hard bake, reducing PR thickness, and post-exposure bake fell short to achieve a smooth sidewall roughness.

Additionally, optimizations adopting relationships described in this study were successfully repeated three times on different PRs with varying thickness: 19 µm and 12 µm features using AZ® 4620, as well as 14 µm features using AZ® 12XT. In all three cases, a good dimension match, verticality of sidewalls and desired thicknesses were achieved for feature sizes above their respective threshold z (all z were < 30 µm). We believe the optimization concepts presented here may be extrapolated, with best results achieved if performing optimization on consistent feature sizes.

FS etching was performed with PR defined using the optimized recipe for AZ® 12XT. A good dimension concordance was achieved between designed and etched features, with a slightly larger opening, possibly due to the effect of etching. Thicker PR enabled thicker Ni to be electroplated as the hard mask, reducing the effect of faceting in the final etched sample. A smoother etch profile was also obtained when PR and Ni sidewall were smooth. We conclude that whereas etch parameters play an important role in defining the quality of etched features, the optimal etch condition should be complemented by optimized quality of the PR plating mold. Thick, vertical, and smooth PR plating mold is an indispensable key in achieving high aspect ratio etching of MEM FS resonators with smooth, defect-free etch profiles.
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23. It has been summarized thoroughly in 40 and 26 that thick PR may fail to develop fully regardless of the amount of exposure dose and development time applied if the PR film is not sufficiently hydrated. Since water is needed to form dissolution promoter in exposed PR, we would like to reiterate the importance of PR hydration in thick PR fabrication.
24. Developing time plays critical role in determining the final PR profile. In our experiments, we immersed the PR in developer for 20s, which value was determined after pilot studies. Development time was slowly incremented if features were not fully cleared under microscope inspection.